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Abstract*

We lay the foundations for abstract analysis in the groups of valuation 

vectors and idles associated with a number field* This allows us to 

replace the classical notion of ^-function, as the sum over integral 

ideals of a certain type of ideal character, by the corresponding notion for 

idles, namely, the integral over the idele group of a rather general 

weight function times an idele character which is trivial or field elements* 

The role of Hecke’s complicated theta - formulas for theta functions formed 

over a lattice in the n-dimensional space of classical number theory can 

be played by a simple Poisson Formula for general functions of valuation 

vectors, summed over the discrete subgroup of field elements. With this 

Poisson Formula, which is of great importance in itself, inasmuch as it is 

the number theoretic analogue of the Riemann-Roch theorem, an analytic 

continuation can be given at one stroke for all of the generalized 

^-functions, and an elegant functional equation can be established for them* 

Translating these results back into classical terras one obtains the Eecke 

functional equation, together with an interpretation of the complicated 

factor in it as a product of certain local factors coming from the

. archimedean primes and the primes of the conductor. The notion of local 

' ^-function has been introduced to give a local definition of these factors, 

t' and a table of them has been computed*
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CHAPTER 1.

Introduction.

1.1 Relevant History. Hecke was the first to prove that the Dedekind

5 -function of any algebraic number field has an analytic continuation over 

the whole plane and satisfies a simple functional equation. He soon realized 

that his method would work, not only for the Dedekind -function and L-series, 

but also for a -function formed with a new type of ideal character which, 

for principal ideals depends not only on the residue class of the number 

modulo the "conductor", but also on the position of the conjugates of the number 

in the complex field. Overcoming rather extraordinary technical complications, 

he showed (1) that these "Hecke” -functions satisfied the same type of 

functional equation as the Dedekind -function, but with a much more com

plicated factor.

In a work (2) the main purpose of which was to take analysis out of class 

field theory. Chevalley introduced the excellent notion of the idele group, 

as a refinement of the ideal group. In idles Chevalley had not only found 

the best approach to class field theory, but to algebraic number theory 

generally. This is shown by Artin and Whaples in (3). They defined valuation 

vectors as the additive counterpart of idles, and used these notions to derive 

from simple axioms all of the basic statements of algebraic number theory.

Matchett, a student of Artin’s, made a first attempt (4) to continue this 

program and do analytic number theory by means of idles and vectors. She 

succeeded in redefining the classical gfunctions in terms of integrals over 

the idle group, and in interpreting the characters of Hecke as exactly those 

characters of the ideal group which can be derived from idle characters. But 

in oroving the functional equation she followed Hecke.

1.2 This Thesis. Artin suggested to me the possibility of generalizing 

the notion of c-function, and simplifying the proof of the analytic continuation 



and functional equation for it, by making fuller use of analysis in the 

spaces of valuation vectors and idles themselves than Matchett had done. 

This thesis is the result of my work on his suggestion* I replace the 

classical notion of g-function, as the sum over integral ideals of a 

certain type of ideal character, by the corresponding notion for idles, 

namely, the integral over the idele group of a rather general weight function 

times an idele character which is trivial on field elements* The role of 

Hecke* s complicated theta-formulas for theta functions formed over a 

lattice in the n-dimensional space of classical number theory can be 

played by a simple Poisson Formula for general functions of valuation 

vectors, summed over the discrete subgroup of field elements* With this 

Poisson Formula, which is of great importance in itself, inasmuch as it is 

the number theoretic analogue of the Riemann-Roch Theorem, an analytic 

continuation can be given at one stroke for all of the generalized -functions 

and an elegant functional equation can be established for them* Translating 

these results back into classical terms one obtains the Hecke functional 

equation, together with an interpretation of the complicated factor in it 

as a product of certain local factors coming from the archimedean primes 

and the primes of the conductor. The notion of local ^-function has been 

introduced to give a local definition of these factors, and a table of them 

has been computed*

I wish to express to Artin my great appreciation for his suggestion of 

this topic and for the continued encouragement he has given me in my work*

1*3 "Prerequisites". In number theory we assume only the knowledge of the 

classical algebraic number theory, and its relation to the local theory* 

No knowledge of the idele and valuation vector point of view is required, 

because, in order to introduce abstract analysis on the idle and vector



groups we redefine them and discuss their structure in detail*

Concerning analysis, we assume only the most elementary facts 

and definitions in the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable* 

No knowledge whatsoever of classical analytic number theory is required. 

Instead, the reader must know the basic facts of abstract Fourier analysis 

in a locally compact abelian group G: 1.) The existence and uniqueness 

of a Haar measure on such a group, and its equivalence with a positive 

invariant functional on the space L(G) of continuous functions on G which 

vanish outside a compact. 2.) The duality between G and its character 

group, "3", and between subgroups of G and factor groups of G. 3,) The 

definition of the Fourier transform, f, of a function feL,(G), together 

with the fact that, if we choose in G the measure which is dual to the 

measure in G, the Fourier Inversion Formula holds (in the naive sense) 

for all functions for which it could be expected to holdj namely, 

for functions feL,(G) such that f is continuous andf€L,(G. (This 

class of functions we denote by M(G)). An elegant account of this theory 

can be found for example in (5),



CHAPTER 2.

The Local Theory.

2*1 Introduction* Throughout this section, k denotes the completion 

of an algebraic number field at a prime divisor^* Accordingly* k is 

either the real or complex field if 9 is archimedean, while k is a "3 - 

adic" field if 4 is discrete* In the latter case k contains a ring of 

integers • having a single prime ideal with a finite residue class field 

0/ of N3 elements* In both cases k is a complete topological field in 

the topology associated with the prime divisor^ *

From the infinity of equivalent valuations of k belonging to N we 
select the normed valuation defined by:

|« • ordinary absolute value if k is real*

~j 8 square of ordinary absolute value if k is complex*
-7

HI 8 (Na) a where > is the ordinal number of K a if k is a -adic*

We know that k is locally compact. The more exact statement which 

one can prove is: a subset Bekis relatively compact (has a compact 

closure) if and only if it is bounded in absolute value* Indeed* this is 

a well known fact for subsets of the line or plane if k is the real or 

complex field} and one can prove it in a similar manner in case k is 

Ag -adic by using a "Schubf achschluss" involving the finiteness of the 

residue class field*

2. 2 Additive Characters and Measure* Denote by k the additive group 

of k, as a locally compact commutative group* and by 5 its general 

element* We wish to determine the character group of k* * end are happy 

to see that this task is essentially accomplished by the following: 

Lemma 2*2.it If 5-X(5) is one non-trivial character of k*, then for 

each 4k •5-X(7g) is also a character* The correspondence 4*X(75)

* --N 



is an isomorphism, both topological and algebraic, between k‘ and its character

grouPo

Proof t 1*) X(ng) is a character for any fixed y because the map 5-*75 

is a continuous homomorphism of k* into itself*

2 .) x(( ,+9)5) = x(95+1.5) = x( 25 )x(9) shows that the 

map M»X(ng ) is an algebraic homopmorphism of k* into its character group*

3,) x(ne) " 1, all s$ k*+ k* 9= O. Hence it is an 

algebraic isomorphism into*

4*) x(ng) • 1* nl» $ ks + k = 50. Therefore the 

characters of the form X(ng) are everywhere dense in the character group*

5 .) Denote by B the (compact) set of all 5 e k with 1gi # If for a 

large M, Then: g close to 0 in k* => 2B close to 0 in k=>>X(B) close 

to 1 in complex plane 9>X(75) close to the identity character in the 

character group* On the other hand* if S. is a fixed element with X(S.)* 1a 

then: X(g) close to identity characters X( B) close to 1* closer* say* 

thanX(§.)=> 5.4 B=> §. close to 0 in k*. Therefore the correspondence 

n+- X(E) is bicontinuous*

6 .) Hence the characters of the form X(g) comprise a locally 

compact subgroup of the character group* Local compactness implies sem- 
paetneos implies completeness and therefore closure* which together with 

4.) shows that the mapping is onto.

To fix the identification of kwith its character group promised by the 

preceding lemma* we must construct a special non-trivial character* Let p 

be the rational prime divisor which ^divides* ard R the completion of the 

rational field at p* Define a map x->X(x) of R into the reals mod 1 as 

follows:



Case 1. ) P archimedeen, and therefore R the real numbers. 

X(x) = •x (mod l) 

(Note the minus sign)

Case 2. ) # discrete, R the field of p-adic numbers* A(x) shall be 

determined by the properties* 

a.) Ax) is a rational number with only a p-power in the 
denominator*

ba) X(x) - x is a p-adic integer*

(To find such a Ax), let p’x be integral* and chose an 

ordinary integer n such that n = p” x (mod p‘)a Then 

put Ax) « n/p‘ $ (x) is obviously uniquely determined

modulo 1*)

Lemma 2*2*2* x—>A(x) is a non-trivial, continuous additive map of R into 

the group of reals (mod 1)«

Proof In case 1.) this is trivial* In case 2») we check that the number 

Mx) + My) satisfies properties a) and b) for x+y, so the map is 

additive . It is continuous at 0, yet non-trivial because of the obvious 

property: Xx) • 0 4> x is p-adic integer*

Define now for gek* , A(g ) = X(Sk/R5). Recalling that Sk/R is

an additive continuous map of k onto R , we see that g-e2mA( ^ ) is a 

non-trivial character of let We have proved*

Theorem 2*23-t k*is naturally its own character group if we identify the 

charaoter g —>e2miA(n5 ) with the element gek*.

Lemma 2.23: In case ais discrete, the charactery-emA(S) associated 

with • is trivial on IF if and only if ne denoting the absolute

different of k*

Proof* A(ye) = 04N(S/R(nv)) 5 04SE/R(A)cVR •

(2.03) 



Let now Mbee Haar measure for k* •

Lemma 2*2*4t If we define u(M) - j( 0M) for «*o€k, and M a measurable 

set in k* , then j,is a Haar measure* and consequently there exists a 

number Y( & ) > 0 such that j,= Y(o)M.

Proof t 5-*5 is 811 automorphism of k*s both topological and algebraic* 

Haar measure is determined* up to a positive constant* by the topological 

and algebraic structure of k* «

Lemma 2*2*5> The constant 9(~ ) of the preceding lemma is Kka i.e. we 

haveuloM) = 1«u(M).

Proof t If k is the real field* this is obvious* If k is complex, it is 

just as obvious since in that case we chose ld | to be the square of the 

ordinary absolute value* If k isa-adic, we notice that since’is both 

compact and open* 0< M(•)< 00 * and it therefore suffices to compare 

the size of U with that of «‘‘e For & integral* there are No) cosets 

of «• inv, hence u(e0) = (N())/o) - {x) Aa(v)e For non

integral of, replace R by ox--.

We have now another reason for calling the normed valuation the 

natural one* 1d$ may be interpreted as the factor by which the additive 

group k* is "stretched" under the transformation 5-05 •

For the integral* the meaning of the preceding lemma is clearlys 

a p(«g )s1«tdp(g) or more fullyt Jf(g) d j(g ) - ta1 J 4 («§ ) 
an(g)-

So much for a general Haar measure A • Let us now select a fixed Haar 

measure for our additive group k* * Theorem 2*2*1 enables us to do this 

in an invariant way by selecting that measure which is its own Fourier

,a 



transform under the interpretation of k as its own character group 

established in that theorem* We state the choice of measure which

does thisa writing d5 instead of d/(S)a for simplicity*

d 5 - ordinary Lesbegue measure on real line if k is real.

d 5 - twice ordinary Lesbegue measure in the plane if k is complex*

d5 =
Theorem

that measure for which gets measure (N,) 72 if k is 4-adice

2.2.2: If we define the Fourier transform fofa function

f € L,k*) by
fe ) - ) S(g ) e-2mLA(rg) ag ,

then with our choice of measure, the inversion formula

5(f >«J)e"-A(RBan= c-g)
holds for $ e %,*.

Proof« We need only establish the inversion formula for one non

trivial function* since from abstract Fourier analysis we know it is 

true,save possibly for a constant ..‘6 ctor* For k real we can take 

s(g) - eir'S' . for k complex* -ig ) =e "§‘ ; and For kaadio, 

K§) = the characteristic function of, for instanob: For the 

details of the computations* the reader is referred to 32.6 below*

2*3 Multiplicative Characters and Measure* Our first insight 

into the structure of the multiplicative group kx of k is given by the 

continuous homomorphism 0 —> 1% | of k into the multiplicative group 

of positive real numbers* The kernel of this homomorphism* the subgroup 

of allot with l*t "I will obviously play an important role* Let us 

denote it by u* u is compact in all cases* and in case k is A- adic* 

u is also open*

Concerning the characters of k^ * the situation is different from 

that of k* • First of all, we are interested in all continuous 

multiplicative maps & —> c(K) of k" into the complex numbers* not only 

in the bounded ones* and shall call such a map a quasi-character*



reserving the word character for the conventional character of absolute 

value le Secondly, we shall find no model for the group of eyssi- 

characters, or even for the group of characters, though such a model 

would be of the utmost importance*

We call a quasi-character unramified if it is trivial on a, and 

first determine the unramified quasi-charecters.

Lemma 2.3*1: The unramified quasi-characters are the maps of the 

form c(d)e1«18 • e8 1og 11, where s is any complex number, 

s is determined by c if gin erchimedean, while for discrete 3• 8 is 

determined only mod 2ni/log N4 .

Proof: For any s, I« )° is obviously an unramified quasi-character. 

On the other hand any unramified quasi-character will depend only on 

1q1. and as function of 1Ks will be a quasi-character of the value 

group of k* This value group is the multiplicative group of all 

positive real numbers, or of all powers of Na. according to whether 

4g is arohimedean or discrete; it is well known that the quasi

characters of these groups are those described*

X
If is arohimedean, we may write the general element 6k 

uniquely in the form X-e» with Neu ,9>0a For discrete » we 

must select a fixed element 1 of ordinal number 1 in order to write, 

again uniquely, =9 » with KeM and, this time, 9 a power of T * 

In either case the map X->Kis a continuous homomorphism of k onto u which 

is identity on • • 

Theorem 2*3*1: The quasi-characters of k are the maps of the form 

(X -> c(o) = C (X ) a], where C is any character of u. C is

uniquely determined by c* s is determined as in the preceding lemma®



Prooft A map of the given type is obviously a quesi-olaracter.

Conversely, if o is a given quasi-character and we define Cto be the

restriotion of c to u, then c is a quasi-character of u and is therefore

a character of u since u is compact* &—>- ()/(&) is an 

unramified quasi-character, and therefore is of the form 18 according 

to the preceding lemma*

, the subgroups 1+4’ , ^0 9 of u form a fupd amental

C is a character of thethe ideal P =

The problem of quasi-characters e of therefore boils down to that 

of the charactersof u* If k is the real field, u = {1,-13 and the 

characters are C(G) = & , m=e,1. If k is complex, u is the

unit-circle, and the characters are (6)= K, n any integer* In

case k is -adic 

system of neighborhoods of 1 in u* We must have therefore C(1-4‘) ■ l 

for sufficiently large > • Selecting » minimal (v- • if 1), we call 
,) .4 the conductor of C• Then 

finite factor group (u/l+land may be described by a finite talle of data*

From the expression c(«) = C(« ) 148 for the general quasi

character given in theorem 2.3*1, we see that 1 c( & ) 1 = («t‘, where 

CT- Re(s) is uniquely determined by c(o )• It will be convenient to 

caller the exponent of c* A quasi-character is a character if and only 

if its exponent is 0*

We will be able to select a Haar measure qon k by relating it to the

measure dg on k* • If g(o )e L(k), then g(5 ) 1g1"le L(k* —0). So 

on,.we may define .L(k ) a functional

If h(o) = g(ao) (a €k , fixed) is a multiplicative translation of



g(«), then

Q(n)5,.,64g)1gr1ag =2(5),

os we see by the substitution -els J d§ —r ll dg discussed in lemma 

2.2.5. Therefore our functional d which is obviously non-trivial and 

positive, is also invariant under translation* It must therefore come from 

a Haar measure onk*. Denoting this measure by d~,we may write

Obviously, the correspondence g(~)4g(g) 15 I"1 is a 1-1 correspondence 

between L( ) and L(k* — a). Viewing the functions of L,(k) and L,(k* —o) 

as limits of these basic functions we obtain

Lemma 2«3»2t g(o )e L,(k* ) 4 g(g) 15 1-1 e —0), and for these 

functions

Je(o ) = J g(5)13 t-la g. 
ic —O 

measure 
For later use, we need a multiplicativeAwhich will in general give the 

subgroup a the measure 1, To this effect we choose as our standard Haar 
x 

measure on k 

dw = 

dk •

Lemma 2.3.3t

Prooft Sq • J 1g -lag =) ag = N4-1 j dg. Therefore• • -A N
S&u “ Ng (g - J dg = (N>»-. U N-1 1A •7

■function^ Functional Equationt In this section

will denote a complex valued function defined on k* 3 f(q) its restriction 

to kx o We let denote the class of all these functions which satisfy the two 

conditionst

d*.<X = dx ireis archimedean. 
T«T ’ *

• Nae_ d« ifgis discrete."8* ' 9- TST’
In oasei aiscrete, J« = (N$)*.

2.4• Tho Local &



3.) () and (g) continuous, Lk* ), 1.e. r(g)e 4(*) 
92) F(«)1*1 ana(«)1«, e L,(*) for 0>0.

A -function of k will be what one might call a multiplicative quasi

Fourier transform of a function £ €2 * Precisely what we mean is stated in 

Definition 2.4.it Corresponding to each fe3 • we introduce a function (r,o) 

of quasi-characters C, defined for all quasi-characters of exponent greater 

than 9 by 

s(r,o) = Jr(o )o( &) &o , 
and call such a function a ^-function of ke

Let us call two quasi-characters equivalent if their quotient is an 

unramified quasi-character. According to lemma 2.3.1. an equivalence class 

of quasi-characters consists of all quasi-characters of the form c(o ) • 

Co (oc ) 1018. where co(o) is a fixed representative of the class. s a 

complex variable. It is apparent that by introducing the complex parameter s 

we may view an equivalence class of quasi-characters as a Riemann surface. 

In case f is arohimedean, s is uniquely determined by c. and the surface 

will be isormorphie to the complex plane. In case 4 is discrete. 8 is 

determined only mod zm/logN . so the surface is isomorphic to a complex 

plane in which points differing by an integral multiple of 2mi/ogN 

are identified - the type of surface on which singly periodic functions are 

really defined. Looking at the set of all quasi-characters as a collection 

of Riemann surfaces, it becomes clear what we mean when we talk of the 

regularity of a function of quasi-characters at a point or in a region, or 

of singularities. We may also consider the question of analytic continuation 

of such a function, though this must of course be carried out on each 

surface (equivalence class of quasi-characters) separately.

Definition_2.4.it


Lemma 2*4*it AS-funotionis regular in the "domain" of all quasi

characters of exponent greater than 0,
Proof* We must show that for each e of exponent 0 the integral ) e(o ) 

o( o )]« 18 4k represents a regular function of s for s near 0* Using the 

fact that the integral is absolutely convergent for s near 0 to make 

estimates, it is a routine matter to show that the function has a derivative for 

s near 0. The derivative can in fact be computed by "differentiating under 

the integral sign".

It is our aim to show that the $ -functions have a single-valued 

meromorphio analytic oontinuation to the domain of all quasi-characters by 

means of a simple functional equation* We start out from 

Lemma 2*4*2* For c in the domain o < exponent o < l and &(o ) = 14 o- (q) 

we have

(r,o) (§,6) = (,6) ^E»e)

for any two functions f,g €2-
Proof t y(e,c) y(g,8) = Jr(o)e(« )dk -J&8) c-1(8) 1818s with both 

integrals absolutely convergent for c in the region we are considering* We 

may write this as an absolutely convergent "double integral" over the direct 

product* k"x k, of k with itself:

SSe(«) §(a)o (ap”l) 16 (,8).

Subjecting k"x k to the "shearing" automorphism (*4,8)-(,8), under which the 

measure (e,p) is invariant we obtain
Se(o) §(«p ) e(1) ) •

According to Fubini this is equal to the repeated integral
S(Sr(«) 8 (og) da) o(p-1) 1^14® •

To prove our contention it suffices to show that the inner integral 
S£( )G(ap) 1otd is symmetric in f and g* This we do by writing 

down the obviously symmetric additive double integral.'

(2.10) 



JSe(g)e() e-amA(8P) a(g,), 
changirg it with the Fubini theorem into 

Se(g) (fe(v) e-"rA(se d)dy = fetge «s)ay , and 
observing that according to lemma 2.3.2 this last expression is equal to the 

multiplicative integral
Se(«)€(06)11,« • constants Je(« ) @wp) 1 1 da

We can now announce the Mam Theorem of the local theory.

Theorem 2*4*It A ^-function has an analytic continuation to the domain of 

all quesi-characters, given by a functional equation of the type 

s(e,0) =g(0) §(€,6).
The factor Q(c)o which is independent of the function f, is a meromorphio 

function of quasi-characters defined in the domain o < exponent o < l by the 

functional equation itself, and for all quasi-characters by analytic 

continuation.

Proofs in the next section we will exhibit for each equivalence class C 

of quasi-characters an explicit function fce2such that the function

9 (o) = 5(Ea,o)_ 
s(£,2)

is defined (i.e. has denominator not identically 0) for o in the strip

0< exponent c <1 on C. The function 9(c) defined in this manner will 

turn out to be a familiar meromorphio function of the parameter s with 

which we describe the surface C, and therefore will have an analytic 

continuation over all of C.

From these facts, which will be proved in §2*5 the theorem follows 

directly* For since 0 was any equivalence olass,9(c) is defined for 

all quasi-characters* And if f ( § ) is any function of 3 we have 

according to the preceding lemma



therefore S(f,o) - 9(o) V(f,6).
if C is any quasi-character in the domain of exponent o«iyhere }(f,o) 

and 3 (2,0) are originally both defined, and C is the equivalence class of c.

Before going on to the computations of the next section which will 

put this theory on a sound basis, we can prove some simple properties 

of the factor 9(c) in the functional equation which follow directly from the 

functional equation itself.

Lemma 2>4»S»

1)()e o(-1. 2.) (5)= e(-1) 0(03.30°) T .
Prooft

l .) g(e,o) =9(e) g(,8) =(c)p(a) g(f,$) = O(-1) g(t,o) 
beocuse ?(«) • r(-« ) and%(«) = o(«). Therefore 9 (c) s (3) e o(-l).

2 .) 30,0) = 5(F,6) =g(3) (f,8)
=(5) o(-l) zc,) *9(5) e(-1) 30,8)

because f(oc) = F (•*) and 8 («) =G(c). On the other hand

3(,0) = J (o) 5(F,6).
Therefore 9 (v) - c (-1) 3o).

Corollary 2*4*1> 19(o) = 1 for c of exponent *-

Proof t (exponent c) = *=e(«) c («) = je( «)12= 1«l - e (o )6 (R )=>

C (q) s C (% )• Equating the two expressions* forg(0) and (8) 

given in the preceding lemma yields o(c) ^’(c) ■ 1*

2*6 Computation ofy(c) by Special ^-functions* This section contains

the computations promised in the proof of theorem 2.4ele For each 

equivalence class C of quasi-characters we give an especially simple function

ceRwth which it is easy to compute 3') on the surface C. Carrying 



out thie computation we obtain a table which gives the analytic 

expression for 9(c) in terms of the parameter,s,on each surface C. 

It will be necessary to treat the cases k real; k complex; and k 

9uadic separately*

k real*

S is a real variable.

A(g) - - 5
4g means ordinary Lesbegue measure.

N is a non-zero real variable.

101 is the ordinary absolute value.

The Equivalence Classes of Quasi-Characters* The quesi-characters of the 

form 1«1. which we denote simply by 1 15, comprise one equivalence class* 

Those of the form (signo)1ei8, which we denote by ± »1S , comprise the other*

The Corresponding Functions of t We put

r(g) = e -*}* and f± (y) = ye -T**.

Their Fourier Transforms! We contend

f()= r(g) and fe(g)= If* (5).
Indeed* these are simply the two identities

familiar from classical Fourier analysis* The first of these can be 

established directly by completing the square in the exponent* making the 

complex substitution n—+i5, which is allowed by Cauchy* s integral 
theorem* and replacing the definite integral S.-TE d by its well-known 

value 1* The second identity is obtained by applying the operation

1 d to the first*
2tri ^5

The£-functions: We readily computet
yr,) = Sr(a) KfA • J o

- •o

-2 .-T- ‘am F r (4-)

da
11



O .

s(f,43)= Sf.()(#-S)d« = + Jxe"fxpd
= 2 fe-TToksde = r -31 P (s+1) o "

(,6)= (,10*) =i*r(8) 
5(2,419 - (if,,*-) = im-f2* reo-2±)

Explicit Expreaaiona for p(o)t

=21.5 Cos(H)I(s)919) =

= -i275m5sin(SE)(s)

Here the quotient expressions for p oome directly from the definition

of 9 as quotient of suitable S-funetionss 

from elementary D-function identities.

the second form follows

k Complex.

5 = x + iy is a complex variable.

d§ = 2 dxdyl is twice the ordinary 
_ Lebesgue measure.

A" re is a non-zero complex 
variable.

, th. squnce of 
ec - r is twreeAthe ordinary 

absolute value.

da -de - 2ridrdel - 2 dr del. 
loti 2 T

Equivalence Classes of Quasi-Characters» The characters cm (% ) 

defined by Cn (re’e ) • eine „n any integer, represent the different 

the characters c,(«)*,equivalence classes. The nth class consists of 

which we denote byc,II • 

The Corresponding Functions of » We put

f mi -2n (x2+y*)
) ( X - iy) e ,

4(5)5/ q.g„inte-2*(**
h > o

nO



Their Fourier Transforms: We contend

f‘9 = e‘£n(g) • for all n •
Let us first establish this formula for no by induction. For

- 2 (x24 y?)
n = 0 • the contention is simply that f. (5) = e

is its own Fourier trensform. This can be shown by breaking up the 

Fourier integral over the complex plane into a product of two reals 

and using again the classical formula
*° nu*+2mixu , -Tx2 
) e du = 5 .

(The factor 2 in the exponent of our function fcg) just compensates 

the factor 2 in ag and in As)).

Assume now we have proved the contention for some n^O • This 

means we have established the formula

j €,6) e2mi - i"£,(g)
which, written out, becomes

Pco , -2(*v3+4ni(xu -yv , j . .ng) | (u— iv)"e 2 Rud = ^(x+ty; e

Applying the operator D=4r(+3y) to both sides, (a simple
* nAtask in view of the fact that since " is analytic, D (x+tY —O 

we obtain

°P . 4 -2(w*m)+4rri(xu-yv) . .n4 . n-i -zr(x* j ) (u-LV e 2dudv = t (X+ty) e .
-00 -go

This is the contention for n+t • The induction step is carried out.

To handle the case n<0 , put a roof on the formula fm(g)=if,(! 

which we have already proved, and remember that f,(g = fm(-9 = c-i"£,(g)

The -Functions» For % « r& we have

c, = etne



Therefore
r 00 2T

(fn,S) = ) laai’da = J) p26s-)+/e“2T2rdrde
o a

° IS-1+1 -2Trra (_5. Ini _ ,,
-2mjr2) 2e dr* = (21) - 1(5+11)

and °

s(f, 3) =g( , (_, 1-S) - int (ams* 2 F(-5+ )
Explicit Expressions foro(o);

s (Cni Is) 21)75 P(s+2)
HKf I(n-)+)

aA-adie variable*

A(5) • X(s(8))-
d§ is chosen so that V gets 

9X-XT • non-zero 2adie

k4madic•

measure (NM)“2

variable, Tt a fixed element of ordinal

S

number 1 • y an integer*

t«1= (Ne) 
&=-g_da 

Ng“-t Kl
so that u gets multiplicative measure (N) -3

The Equivalence Classes of Quasi-Characters t Cn(~) » for n 20 shall

denote any character of k with conductor exactly y" » such that CnCms1 

These characters represent the different equivalence classes of quasi

characters*

The Corresponding Functions of We puti

> for s e $ as " 
, for 5+9 g"



Their Fourier Transforme: We contend

n) for

for (mod ")

Proof*

e

N,"
% 9-1 -nThis is the integral, over the compact subgroup /J 4

of the additive character
- awiA.. S-0n)

this character is trivial on the subgroup, and the
I 

the measure of the subgroup: NN-Na In

integral is simply
case s * 1 (mod 4")

this character is not trivial on the subgroup and the

integral is 0*

The S—Functions: First we treat the unramified case: nsO

The only character of type Co is the identity character, and f.

is the characteristic function of the set 9 1 We shal) therefore

compute

Denote

Then V a disjoint union, and

3 (f,,‘ Is) * ( ted* .

by A, the "annulus" of elements of order )

-ys

-$

a is
i

times the characteristic function o so we have

similarly.



-(€,6) (€,1) •
-y(-s)

N92 ( o o

i
l - Ng53 .

In the ramified case* n>O a

e. ( ariA() S .3(f,61/) = \ e C,(91d‘da

' X Seari.A(0,„(odk
y=-d-n A,

We assert that all terms in this sum after the first are O. In 

other words that

{ etiA"c,(x = 0 , for v>nd-n .
A । n -y 2TiA(«) . A

Proof» Case 1e) ) >-d • Then HyF »soC -on •y 3

said the integral is r
(c,(j = = jch(«o^ = o.
A, • •

since Cn(o ) is ramified and therefore non-trivial on the subgroup u.

Case 2.) -d>y> -d-n (Occurs only if there is

"higher ramification"! i.e. if n>| « To handle this case we break 
up A, into disjoint sets of the type d,+‘ - o + 9“ =

•.( 1+9"7”). On such a set,A is constant */Y(oa) and

r zw:M() . 2-:A(,) ( .) e Co =e j C(•) o
00+0- «g9 1

This is 0 because
( c() & 5 ( cg) - ) C(«,)a - c6,))

4^-' «0-g6-9 1g-- •94’

and this last integral is the integral over a multiplicative subgroup

I * 67’ of a

subgroup* Namely,
x

subgroup of k » and

character Cn(e) which is not trivial on the

y>~c-n -> the conductor

. -d-> ,I + A is s

c,(«)
not trivial on ite



We have now shown

yi€,,cs) - Ny4tn)s fetA“2,() da, 
A-d-h

To write this in a better +m-- form, let {e} be a set of 

representatives of the elements of the factor group U /1*ag" * 
so that u=U. 8 (i + ag") , a disjoint union* Then

A J = un-d-ne I I en"1"' (1+9") = Il (ard-",9-) , 
-d-n —8 " -2

On each of these sets into which we have dissected A’; C, is -d-h "
constant ■ e,( ET472 ) = c,(s),and A is constant «

A (er“ ). We therefore have .

s(f,,c,) - (2 c„(e) Sd« , 
£ t5"

a form which will be convenient enough*

The pay-off comes 
, .» .-3 A, n

in computing h )
For fn is A times the characteristic function of the set

a set on which c,(o )x" 5 Therefore

, d consCant I

Explicit Expressions forp(c)i

= N& 1 ~ N
i - Nap->

if c is a ramified character with 

conductor 4. such that C W) = 1

is a so-called root number and has absolute value 1 •

{83 is a set of representatives of the cosets of 1 +4 in U•

Taking the quotients of the $ —functions we have worked out yields 

these expressions directly if we remember that =4" and, in the 

ramified case, that the conductor of eu was { • " * The fact that 

the constant .(c) has absolute value 1 fellows from corollary 2.4.l•



Namely, since c is a character, c I I 2 has exponent *, no we must 

have 1 g(c1*) =l9,c0) =1.



Chapter 3.

Abstract Restricted Direct Product.

3.1 Introduction* Let {4 be a set of indices. Suppose we are given for

each A a locally compact abelian group Ga • and for almost all (meaning for

all but a finite number of a fixed subgroup H.C 
d

Ga which is open and

compact.

We may then form a new abstract group G whose elements Mt=( "y
) are "vectors" having one component Ns6Ga for each with

NT,,e H,. for almost all / • Multiplication is defined component wise 
F d

Let S be a finite set of indices » including at least all those 8

for which H,, is not defined* The elements Al€G such that AM € H, for3 • dr
94 S comprise a subgroup of G which we denote by Gs • Gs is naturally

isomorphic to a direct product H, of locally compact

groups* almost all of which are compact, and is therefore a locally compact

group in the product topology. We define a topology in G by taking as a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 in G* the set of neighborhoods of

2in°s • The resulting topology in G does not depend on the set of indices*

Sa which we selected. This can be seen from
Lemma 3*1*1 The totality of all "parallelotopes" of the form N -)IN, , 
------------------- 4 3 
where , is a neighborhood of 1 in G for all 8 * and "9 « Fz for almost all

A — remember the H,, are open by hypothesis —— is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of 1 in Ge

Prooft By the definition of product topology a neighborhood of 1 in Gs 

contains a parallelotope of the type described* On the other hand* since 
w, - A, ^or almost all A, • the intersection ( IT N, )n G ■ Tf N x(N,nH,) 
33 A - P r 45’ "

is a neighborhood of I in Gs • 3



It is obvious that G= is open in G and that the topology 

induced in Gs as a subspace of G is the same as the product topology we 

imposed on Gs to begin with. Therefore a compact neighborhood of I in 

G, is a compact neighborhood of 1 in G, It follows that G is locally 

compact*

Definition g.l»l« We call G (as locally compact abelian group) the

restricted direct product of the groups G relative to the subgroups

It will, of course, be convenient to identify the basic group Gig 

with the subgroup of G consisting of the elements

having all components but the AQth equal to £ * For that subgroup of G

is naturally isomorphic, both topologically and algebraically to Gtf •

Since the components, NL, , of any element Al of G lie in H for 

almost all 48 • G is the union of the subgroups of the type Gs • This 

fact will allow us to reduce our investigations of G to a study of the 

subgroups Gs »

These G, in turn may be effectively analysed by introducing the

subgroup G consisting of

for € NTy 6 H-AS8 •

all elements MtG such that 

a is compact since it is naturally

isomorphic to a direct product | H of compact groups
A94S 3 — k e

can be considered as the direct product G, =(lIGA)XG 
• 5 

of our basic groups G,o and the compact group G
3

finite number

of a

G

We close

Lemma 3.1.2:

our introduction of the restricted direct product with

A subset CcG is relatively compact (has a compact closure) 

if, and only, if it is contained in a parallelotope of the typeW Pz , 

where B, is a compact subset of % for all 2• and B+ " "y for almost all %



Prooft Any compact subset of G is contained in some G • because the 

Gs are open sets covering G, and the union of a finite number of 

subgroups Gs is again a Gs • Any compact subset of a Gs is contained 

in a parallelotope of the type described, for it is contained in the 

cartesian product of its "projections" onto the component groups G,. •

These projections are compact since they are continuous images, and are contained

in H for *4S•

On the other hand, any parallelotope || B is obviously a compact 
3 &

subset of some G, ; therefore of G.5

g*2* Characters* Let c(i) be a quasi-character of G

continuous multiplicative mapping of G into the complex numbers* We

denote by Caq the restriction of c to

c(4,4 Vi

Lemma 3.2.1:

•••) for A 
i is trivial 
%

on

Gag ’ (4 CN) ' ek Uy 5

c is obviously a quasi-character of G • 
8 3

for almost 8114 and we have for

any M € G
C(/U)=

almost all factors of the product being I •

Prooft Let U be a neighborhood of 1 in the complex numbers containing no

multiplicative subgroup except {i3 • Let N ■ T N,, be a neighborhood of 
g •

1 in G such

Hag * Hg 1
for a 4 S

that c(N)cU

Then GSC N -

Select an S containing all 4 for which

c(GS ) ■ 1

IfNLis a fixed element of G we impose on S the further

condition that MleGs and write NU 

c()=T c(g) •C(o)

S > with UC-e G* Then

since for

Lemma 3.2.2: Let o,, be a given quesi-character of for each 40, with o,

trivial on H,, for almost all -e Then if we define (ALg)

G

H

3

G



we obtain a quasi-character of G.

Proof: o(Mt ) is obviously multiplicative. To see that it is continuous

select

number

an S containing all Ag for which

of g in S. Given a neighborhood.

c,(H,, )±i • Let 8 be the
• o

U, of 1 in the complex numbers.

choose a neighborhood V such that VSc U . Let N, be a neighborhood

Restricting our consideration to characters, we notice first of all

that c(•) • jl %g (“g) ie a character if, and only if all Cz are 

characters. Denote by G the character group of Gg , for all 48 j 

for the 42 where Eg is defined let H - be the subgroup of all 

cae G which are trivial on Hy• Then H,, compact => s • G/k* 
discrete => k* open, and Hy open $ G, /R, discrete - 6,/,* k7 

compact.

Theorem 3*2*li The restricted direct product of the groups G43 relative to 

the subgroups H* is naturally isomorphic, both topologically and 

algebraically, to the character group G of G.

Proofs Of course we mean to identify c « (••••* c, • ••••) with the

• °s ("1)-character C(U) The two preceding lemmas, applied to 

characters, show that this is an algebraic isomorphism between the two

groups. We have only to check that the topology is the same* To this 

effect we reason as follows: • •••) is close tolas aC- (....» Cy,

character <-> c(B) close tolfor a large compact BEG 4> c( IT Ba )
close to 1 for B, c G, , compact » By" H4g for almost c4l 4 4 c,5
close to 1 wherever B,,=°H, and c, (B, ) = c, (H,, ) #i at the remaining 8 7 33 3 f
8 (since Fagis a subgroupa e(z ) cax be close tol only if °s (Fe "1 )



C. close to 1 in G for a finite number of 4 and c,, € H, et the• J 3
other A $> o close to lin the restricted direct product of the Ga, «

3*3 Measure*

G, such that 

measure dUt on G

Assume now

S am,,=1 
H4 • 

for which,

that we have chosen a Haar measure dDc. on each 
S'

for almost all

in some sense.

We wish to define a Haar

du =TTdNt To do this.
% •

an
we select,S; then consider Gs as the finite direct product Gs

( 1 )x GS , in order to define on G, a measure dll = ( I C 
96%3s * S 5 465 J

fr(utjast - Sr(utjau,
S G,

where dUlis that measure on the compact group G- for which

-s-- ~ I I L J OM’j . -ince Gs is an open subgroup of G, a Haar
G 8*S He °

measured on G is now determined by the requirement that dVt 3 dAlson Gs .

To see that the dwe have just chosen is really independent of the set

S, let TPS be a larger set of indices* Then G,G G— ,

and we have only to check that the dNI- constructed with T coincides 

on G with the dL, constructed with S. Now one
GS » ( T H)gaT that au5= (IT du,).diT j 

99-5 3 3
righthand side gives to the compact group G- the

sees from the decomposition 

for the measure on the 

required measure*

Therefore
dut = TTduzg-duS= TTda,,zifdutaq-duT = do .

S 486 f A4S 7ET-S 3
We have therefore determined a unique Haar measure dVC on G which we 

may denote symbolically by dU «l| dMl,,.
8 3

If M(S) is any function of the finite sets of indices S, with 

values in a topological space, we shall mean by the expression 1im (S) = % 

the statement: "given any neighborhood V of Yo , there exists a set
S( v ) such that ss(v) - (s) eV " • Intuitively, 14m vP (s)

means the limit of (s)asS becomes larger and larger*

Lemma 3*3*li If f(U{ ) is a function on G,



if either 1*) f(NC) measurable, f(Ut) >O , in which case 

allowed as value of the integrals; or 2.) f(Ut)eL, (G) 

+ 00 is

in which

case the values of the integrals are complex numbers

Proof» In either case. !•) or is the limit of J r(Mt)al

for larger and larger compacts BCG Since any compact, B, is

contained in some G, the statement follows

Lemma 3.3.2: Assume we are given for

fat fg ( Vtg) " 1 on 3 for almost all 8 •

eacha continuous function U,‘y) suck 

We define on G the function f (Ac )

18 3 (VU) (this is really a finite product), and contend;

f(U) is continuous on G

Proof:

Ge

2.) For any set S containing at least those

"Fa *-eo J dg 7 i

Sfcoddu -T[=gpdn,
"5 2 3 Gef(N) is obviously inuous on any

we

%s
2.) For A € G

§ fcndu C f()du 
G_ '

f(W) ■ 6,)
S S

G** *

for which either 

have

; therefore on

Hence

Theorem 3.3.1:

preceding lemma

If f,, (AL) and f(N) are the functions of the 3 %
and if furthermore

OO

then fol)e L4 (G) and



Proof t Combine the two preceding lemmas; first for the function

Ie(0)1 • 1ea(tpl to see thst E(De L, (6), then for f ( ) 

itself to evaluate fe(ut)aut .

We close this chapter with some remarks about Fourier analysis in

a restri cted direct product. As we have seen, G the character group of

G is the direct product of the character groups G of G,, , relative to 
8 y

• Denote by C " (••••» C, • ••••) the

geroral element of G. (in this paragraph, C , and c,, are characters, 
8

not quasi-characters). Let da, be the measure in G. dual to the

the subgroups E* orthogonal to Fg

measured dNa in Gg Notice that if fag ( •l) is

function of :

is Sdot,
Ha 8

of this fact

its Fourier transform f ( Cs ) «

times the characteristic function of

the characteristic

ffo
4.Ha • A consequence

Therefore

that ( Jd%) ( Ldc, )
H 7 **,3

* 1 for almost a11• and we may put dc " dcy

and the inversion formula is

Sdc

Lemma 3.3.3: If fa (ug)e M, (Gg) 6114 and fy (Wle) 18 the

characteristic function of Fefor almost a118• then the function f (VD ■ 

TT* f,, (Utg) he.5 the Fourier transform f( c ) s | ( CP), and
*)eW(c). 3

Prooft Apply theorem 3.3.1 to the function r(u)c(NL) x TT (UL,) c,(1g)
Fourier tronsform of the pradact is the product d the 3 0

€===> to see that the. Fourier transforms. S 8-”

Ta COag )€ -,Gas ) for a For almost all 8 • fe ( -3) is the 

characteristic function of u? according to the remark above. From this 
3

we see that f(C ) € L,(G), hence r(Ut)e W(c). .

Corollary 3.3,li The measure de "T d° is dual to dw "1449* 

Prooft Applying the preceding lemma to the group G with the measure dc, 

we obtain for our "product” functions the inversion formula
f (M ) - i f(c)c(t)ac

from the corponen t vise inversion formulasa



Chapter IVe

The Theory in the Large*

4* 1* Additive Theory* In this chapter, k denotes a finite algebraic

number field, 4g is the generic prime divisor of k* The completion of 

k at the prime divisor 8 shall from now on be denoted by k, • and all the 
symbols •,A, 9,(1 , e , .... etc* defined in Chapter 11 for this local field

kanhall also receive the subscript 8 > ,» N4 » • • • • etc*

Definition 4*1* It The additive group V of valuation vectors of k is the 

restricted direct sum, over all prime divisors 49 • of the groups k± 

relative to the subgroups A, •

We shall denote the generic element of V (= valuation vector) by

N2* ••••). From theorems 3.2.1 and 2*2*1 and lemma 2.2.3 

we see that the character group of V is naturally the restricted direct 

sum of the groups e4 relative to the subgroups N, • Since Ns’ 

for almost all this sum is simply V again/ Looking more closely 

at the identifications set up in these theorems we see that the element

g-(-13

•)eV is to be identified with the charecter

... ,TTeariA,*32= e2wi3As*8p
48

of V. This suggests that we define the additive function A(g) •
‘__2%,) on V, and introduce component-wise multiplication

% = (.......1,......... . .........g,, • (..,99,84,-) of
elements of V in order to be able to assert neatlyt

Theorem 4,1.1: V is naturally its own character group if we identify the

element MeV with the character
arei A()
‘ dDof V



On V we shall • of course, take the mpesure d% - 9 48 described 

in § 3.3, dgy being the local additive measure defined in § 2.2, 

Since these local measures dKewre chosen to be sele-dual, the same 

is true of d4 • according to corollary 3.3.1. We state this fact 

formally in

Theorem 3.1,2: If for a function f( ) € HV) we define the

Fourier transform

fo)
f c, , -uri- A(9g,= J fg)e dg,

then for r(y )e(v) the inversion formula
0 aTiAl),

f«) = Jf 09 e % °d*
holds*

What is the analogue in the large of the local lemmas 2.2*4 and

2.2.5, that is* of the statement d(«g ) ■ « dy forsek ? In

that local consideration, played the role of an euto-morphism of

kag • the automorphism 565 • This

the question: for what N € vis-/ an

We first observe that for anyNleV, 4-N%

leads us to investigate

automorphism of V?

is a continuous

homomorphism of V into V. A necessary condition for it to be an

automorphism is the existence of a b€V such 

But this is also sufficient, for with this b

that ( 6 s 1 = (i,

of the same form* Now for such

we obtain an inverse map 

a b to exist at all as an

"unrestricted" vector. we need NVO for allg. and then by54‘y

The further condition o € V means Ml9eV almost all

therefore IUt.pl,, = 1 for

simply that NL is an idle

almost all A These two conditions mean 

in the sense of Cheva)ley. We have proved

Lemma 4*1*1: The map NL is an automorphism of V if and only if

VC is an idlea



At present we shall consider ideles only in this role.

Later we shall study the multiplicative group of ideles as a group 

in its own right* with its own topology* as the restricted direct
y

product of the groups kA, relative to the subgroups M,

To answer the original question concerning the transformation 

of the measure under these automorphisms we state

Lemma 4.1*2: For an idle, ML ,

d(M ) " ut da where

Prooft

WL = A Wele
If Ns T) N,, is a compact

8 F

(really a finite product)*

neighborhood of 0 in V, then by

theorem 3.3*1 and lemma 2.2.5

Saz -T ond " y V1+*,9s
The last* and most important thing we must do in our 

preliminary discussion of V is to see how the field k is imbedded in V* 

We identify the element Sek with the valuation vector 

§. • •••) having all components equal to § » and view k as subgroup of 

V* What kind of subgroup is it?

5"(§e§•......

Lemma 4.1*3: If S. denotes the set of archimedian primes of k, then

1. ) kn V, = • , the ring of algebraic integers in k* and 2.) k-Vs a V* 
do

Proof: 1*) This is simply the statement that an element Sek is an

algebraic integer if and only if it is an integer at all finite primes.

2.) k + Vc ■ V means: given any eV, there exists a P €k -e b 3
approximating it in the sense that 3 - %,e 0 for al1 finitef » 

Such a 8 can be found by solving simultaneous consequences in • • The 

existence of a solution is guaranteed by the Chinese Remainder theorem*



Let now V denote the "infinite part” of V, i.e. the cartesian 

product IT kap of the archimedian completions of k. If a generating 
363 0 

equation for k over the rational field has r, real roots and r, pairs of 

conjugate complex roots, then V is the product of r, real lines and r, 

complex plane So As such it is naturally a vector space over the real 

numbers of dimension n = vi ++21 = absolute degree of k. For any

eV denote bythe projection
60 

on V.

Lemma 4*l*4t If {,3,,-,0n is a minimal basis for the ring

of integers of k over the rational integers, then {cJ,,C,)*- ,•nS 

is a basis for the vector space V over the real numberse The

parallelotope B spanned by this basis. (8 - set of all g ■ x,13,with 
— c;) 20<x,<1) has the volume VIdl (where d = (det( •i” ))- absolute

discriminant of k) if measured 

natural in our set-up.
oo

Prooft The projection S-> 5 

in the measure d -if d.. which is b geS. 73
'30

of k into V is just the classical

imbedding of a number field into n -space* The reader will remember the
2.

classical argument which runs: k separable -> d ■ (det( CJ- )) O

-> 123,,0,3*,00,3 linearly independent, and (with a simple determinent

computation) D has volume Nldi
y

For us the volume is 2 2

times as much because we have chosen for complex A a measure which is 

twice the ordinary measure in the complex plane*

Definition 4*l*2t The additive fundamental domain DcV is the set of 

al1g such that geV and geD.

Theorem 4*1*St 1.) D deserves its name because any vectorg€ V is 

congruent to one and only one vector of D modulo the field elements St 

tr other words, V = (g+D),a disjoint union*
§ek



2.) D has measure le

Proof: 1e ) Starting with an arbitrary g€ V we can bring it into Vs 

by the addition of a field element which is unique modV (lemma 4.1.3).

Once in V, we can find a unique element of V , by the addition of”ae
which we can stay in and adjust the infinite components so that 

they lie inD. (lemma 4.1.4).

2.) To compute the measure of D, notice that DcV, and 
s Poo

D=BxV « Therefore

Now since the discriminant d (as ideal) is the norm of the absolute

different N- of k, and since N is the product of the local
differents ,, we have a = 11 N,9, , Therefore the measure

8 434503 3
which we have computed is 1.

Corollary 4*1*1: k is a discrete subgroup of V. The factor group V 

mod k is compact*

Proof > k is discrete, since D has an interior. Vmod k is compact, since

D is relatively compact*

Lemma 4*1*5: A(g) =0 for all Sek.

Proof:
Ag - ? 49. Z *(S,9) 4 * " 5,9) - * * 59) 

because nthe trace is the sum of tne local traces’*. Since S(g ) is 

a rational number, the problem is reduced to proving that •,p‘*)=0 
(mod 1) for rational x, This we do by observing that the rational 

number 2-,(x) is integral with respect to each fixed rational 

prime Q • Namely
,--(,8,"“) • (*2*) *0,*-*) 

expresses (x) as sum of Q-adic integers* 
(4.05) 



Theorem 4.1.4a k* • k ; that is € ka

Prooft Since k is the character group of the compact factor group V 

mod k, k is discrete* k contains k according to the preceding lemma 

and therefore we may consider the factor group k* mod k. As discrete 

subgroup of the compact group V mod k, k* mod k is a finite group*

But since it is a priori clear that k is a rector space over k, and

since k is not a finite field the index (k":k) cannot be finite

unless it is 1•

4.2 Riemann-Ro ch Theorems We shall call a function I (%) periodic

if 0(2*8) a K(g) for all k, The periodic functions 

represent in a natural way all functions on the compact factor group

V mod k< P (g ) represents a continuous function on V mod k if

and only if it is itself continuous on V<

Lemma 4.2,1: If f ) is continuous and periodic, then 9’8248
is equal tot

the integral over the factor group V mod k of

the function on that group which VG) represents

with respect to that Haar measure on V mod k which

gives the whole group V mod k the measure 1* 
Proof t Define I() = S 9 ( )dgg and consider it as functional

on L(V mok). Observe that it has the properties characterizing the

Haar integral* (To check invariance under translation merely 

requires breaking D up into a disjoint sum of its intersections with a 
translation of itself)* The functional is toftued to 1 because ! ag - 1

k is naturally the character group of V mod k in view of theorem 

4a 1*4* The Fourier transform, (5), of the continuous function on 

Vmod k which is represented by f (Y ) is



0 , -21iA(e4)

59)e 95ds
Lemma 4.2«2: If “ ( 6 ) is continuous and periodic and /

then 2ri A(g)

Proof: The hypothesis _ __
S% 

transform (§) is summable on k, guaranteeing that the inversion 

means that the Fourier

formula holds* The asserted equality is simply the inversion formula 

expli citly written out*

Lemma 4*2*3t If £(8) is continuous, € L,CV)• and f(+? )
is uniformly convergent in Y (convergence means absolute convergence 

because k is not ordered in any way), then for the resulting continuous

periodic function Pg) 5 -,rg+n ) "e ha.ve(5) - 5)

Proof:
, p -2miA(og)^)= S’De ° ‘dg

f / ,, -2ttiA(gg),= S (2 f(g*e Av 
D nek ,

• 2 ray-y)ettAFSar
(The interchange is justified because we assumed the convergence to 

be uniform on D, and D has finite measure)*

, -2niA(g5-5)

-riA4g
)0 Q.



Combining the last two lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, and putting

X - 0 in the assertion of lemma 4.2.2 we obtain

Lemma 4.2.4: (Poisson Formula) If f(g ) satisfies the conditions:

1 .) f(g) continuous, € L, (V);

2 .) 7, r(g+5 ) uniformly convergent in ¥

3 . ) 7 f( g ) convergent;
-

Then

if we replace f( ) by f(1§ ) KNLan idle) we obtain a theorem

which may be looked upon as the number theoretic analogue of the

Riemann-Roch theorem.

Theorem 4.2.1: (Riemann-Hoch Theorem) If TS) satisfies the

conditions:
f (p ) continuous, € L,(V);

((8*8)) convergent for all 1dlesUKand

valuation vectors uniformly in

05 ) convergent for all idelesIK ;

then

Proof:
" $6*' S€%

The function g(y) = f(A) satisfies the conditions of the

preceding lemma because

(Under the transformation W- 194 , dM9 d "0/ t )•

We may therefore conclude



It is amusing to remark that, had we never bothered to compute 

the exact measure of D, we would now know it is I a For we could 

have carried out all the arguments of this section with an unknown 

measure, say MD), of* D. The only change would be that in order to 

have the inversion formula of lemma 4.2.2 we would have to have given 

each element of k the weight 1//D)• The Poisson Formula would then 

have read,

a 19 -€f5)

iteration of this would yield ( p(d))2 = 1, therefore a(D) =1!

4,3 Multiplicative Theory# In this section we shall discuss the 

basic features of the multiplicative group of ideles*
Definition 4#3#1» The multiplicative group* I, of ideles is the

%e
restricted direct product of the groups k.0 relative to the subgroups W4,•

We shall denote the generic idele by V(= (••••, Nt ). The

name idele is explained (at least partly explained) by the fact that the

idle group may be considered as a refinement of the ideal group of ke

For if we associate with an idele ill the ideal (o)
then the map AU —> Y(VL) is obviously a continuous homomorphism of the 

idle group onto the discrete group of ideals of k. Since the kernel 

of this homomorphism is Ls , we may say that an idle is a refinement
•a

of an ideal in two ways# First, the archimedean primes figure in its 

make-up, and second, it takes into account the units at the discrete primes#

Concerning quasi-cheracters of L s we can only state, according to

8 3.2, that the general quasi-character C (UL) is of the form

c(4) -Ti C,(U,), where c,(Uy0) is a local auasi -character
9 3 d o Q

(described in § 2.3) and ot (N) is unramified at almost all e
8 o V



For a measure, dNt • on -we shall of course choose •5 H da 

the clut, being the local multiplicative measure defined in
A§2.3•

We can do nothing really significant with the idele group until we
Ximbed the multiplicative group k of k in it, by identifying the 

element e k with the idele 0 = (o,0, K, •.). Throughout 

the remainder of this section our discussion will center about the 

structure of Xrelative to the subgroup k^ * The first fact to 
y

notice is that the ideal 9( X ) associated with an idleRek is the 

principal ideal AV generated by as it should be. Next we have the 

"product formula" for elements dek • Though this is well-known, we

state it formally in a theorem in order to present an amusing proof.

Theorem 4,g,lt wtl « ,Xfor q€k ,

Proof» According to lemma 4.1,2 the (additive) measure of «D is io times 
domain 

the measure of D. Since vk* = kt RD would serve as additive fundamental.

Just as well as D. From this it is intuitively clear that •D has the 

same measure as D and therefore ol= I « To make a- formal proof one 

has simply to chop up D and &D into congruent pieces of the form

DA( 5+«D) and (-5 + D)0 &D respectively, 5 through k.

This theorem reminds us to mention explicitly the continuous hemomorphism

Mi-w=Hg of Ionto the multiplicative group of positive 

real numbers, The kernel is a closed subgroup of T which will play an

important role. We denote this subgroup by J, and its generic element

(idele of absolute value L ) by 6 a

It will be convenient (although it is aesthetically disturbing and 

not really necessary) to select arbitrarily a subgroup T of Iwith which we 

can write Is TXJ (direct product), To this effect we choose at random one



of the archimedean primes of k -

of all ideles such that At,, > O
3°

is obviously uniquely determined

call it Bo - and let T be the subgroup 

and AL,= 1 for (QA. . Such an idele

by its absolute value; indeed the

map AL —At , restricted to T, is an isomorphism between T and the 

multiplicative group of positive real numbers, and it will cause no 

confusion if we denote an idle of T simply by the real number which is 

its absolute value. Thus a real number t>O also stands either for the 

idle (t, 1,1, ••••) or for the idele ( -t, 1,1, •.), according to

whether o is real or complex, if we write the 

we can write any idele Ut uniquely in the form 

o- component firsts Since 

UL=(/% with uuET

and= AU AUL ' € J, it is clear that X = TJ (direct product).

In order to select a fixed measure b on J we take on T the measure

X t = dt/t and require /= tb a Then for computational purposes

we have (in the sense of Fubini) the formulas

Sfnu = S[Sfitb]d 
o J

for a summable idele function f(AL).

X
The product formula means that k S Js and we wish now to describe a 

Fundamental domain" for J mod k- • The mapping of ideles onto ideals

allows us to descend to the subgroup J, = Is , To study J
*o bo -oo

we map the idles 6 € J, onto vectors (b) = (
•2.

log 164

having one component, log bl 

(This set of ns , +A,-i

that the map

.0 for each archimedean prime except Ao•
3 , •
primes is denoted by So .) It is obvious

. the odd«ive aroup of uchdean
-K() is a continuous homomorphism of J, ontoA"-space•

+50

The onto-ness results from the fact that although the infinite components

of an idele
be J are constrained by the condition Tlibt,, - T1bl, = 1

they are completely free in the set S‘ since we can adjust the So component,



X Xk A is the group of all elements Eek which are units at

all finite primes; that is, which are units of the ring •• The units 

5 for which X(S ) "O are the roots of unity in k and form a finite 

cyclic group. It is proved classically that the group of units &, 

modulo the group of roots of unity 5 , is a free abelian group on r 

generators. This proof is effected by showing that the images 1(8 ) of 

units £ form a lattice of highest dimension in the r-specea

If, therefore. {Eigt,j is a basis for the group of units 

modulo roots of unity, the vectors X(8;) are a basis for the r-space 

over the real numbers and we may write for any beJ, . A(b) =
3 *

4 — Xy ¥ ( Ev ), with unique real numbers X . Call P the 

parallelotope in the R-svece spanned by the vectors X ( E);
J-

that is, the set of all vectors 2 x,Q(E,) with 0<x,1 .
Vst

Call Q the "unit cube" in the r-space; that is the set of all vectors

( ***** *§* "***ges

Lemma 4,3.1:

with 0 $ ,< 1 .

a = here 
9-) NIdl

2(p) is the set of all be J such that b)eP, and R = 

±det (log {8, ) -tan is the regulator of k.
- 4es

Proofi Because X is a homomorphism.

measure of X (P) • volume of P s ±det (log ■ R,
measure of volume of Q ®

n,

Let Q

Then

have only to show L’Ca)
1 *(Q) is the set of all beJ

be the set of all Is

J tbeQ

with

with Islul for
ct61,, .X 8 

r l °dt/;) _ \-

because

CW
X‘Iq) and 1 I

cP

S.

We have therefore only
3

K



to show that

Trite as the cartesian product Q

the set of all 43 e k such that 1s, nen

$6%

for 3 real
33

) dts,
2 1 (21)

Idl
because

and

Definition 4.3.2:

t;a

Ga

25
Let A be

6 7 dx 
J x\

J u,
Ag, 3 Yld)

the class number of k, and select ideals

G

\ €
?

In , €

o

5 3 ‘

S

S

. is 
S

J such that the corresponding

• ( C ) represent the different ideal classes 

ideals

Let a" be the number of

roots of unity in k. Let s, be the subset of all c e i (P) (see
2 2mpreceding lemma) such thatO 02-4." uee define the multiolicative

for J mod k* to befundamental domain, E.

E =

Theorem 4»3.2t 1.) J

2.)

E.6" U 8,6" U ..V E,8*

= UaE, a disjoint union*

Sab" •
E -Vi3!

9

Proof j 1e) Starting with any idele d€J we can change it into an idele 

which represents a principal ideal by dividing it by a uniquely determined 

b. If this principal ideal is «- ( a uniquely determined modulo units)*

multiplication by ox" brings us to an idele of J representing the ideal P -

therefore into J- • Once in Je we can find a unique power product *‘ *2
ands AS .-L

of the fundamental units S:whichsin { (P), with only a root of unit pS)

at our disposal* This is exactly what we need to adjust the argument

of the §. component to be in the interval Lo,w) • Lo and behold we are 
I x

in E, * For our original idele • we have found a unique -r k and a unique
; () 2 „ci)
( such that •OF

(4,13) 



2,) (measure E) = A-(measure E)2 A(measure g-(p)) 5 2"1 (2m* R

according to the two disjoint decompositions W-
1 lK 7^ n-« I

F 5 Uv- 6 Fo • 3
and the preceding lemma* 5

Corollary 4«3«1: k is a discrete subgroup of J (therefore of.)♦ J 

mod k is compact*

Proof» One sees easily that E has an interior in J. On the other hand*

E is contained in a compact*

We shall really be interested not in all quasi-characters of La
x 

but only in those which are trivial on k * From now on when we use the

word quasi-character we mean one of this type. Let us close our 

introduction to the idele group with a few remarks about these quasi

characters*

The first thing to notice is that on the subgroup J. a quasi-character 

is a character, i.e. c( b )) • 1 for all eJ, because J mod k* is 

compact*

Next we mention that the quasi-characters which are trivial on J are 

exactly those of the form C (Nl ) S Ul » where s is a complex number 

uniquely determined byc(NL). For if e( Ut) is trivial on J* then c(•( ) 

depends only on |V(| , and in this dependence is a continuous multiplicative 

map of the positive real numbers into the complex numbers. Such a map 

is of the form t as is well-known.

To each quasi-character c(Vt) there exists a unique real number Gsuch 

that |c(m) ’ Wt * Namely* |e(u) is a quasi-character which is 

trivial on J. Therefore le(U )| = ul2 * for some complex 8. Since 

c(ML )>0, 8 is real. We cnlldthe exponent of c . A quasi-character

is a character if and only if its exponent is 0*



4.4 The -Functions; Functional Equation, In this section f( ) 

will denote a complex-valued function of valuation vectors; f(NL) its 

restriction to ideles* We let denote the class of all functions f( ) 

satisfying the three conditions;

3) r(g), and f (^ ) are continuous, 6 L, (v)> i.e. f(g)eM(v)

32) 4f("U8+5 )) and 2.(wK(g+5 )) are both convergent 

for each idele NLand vector Y• the convergence being 

uniform in the pair WN1»Y) forranging over V and IX 

ranging over any fixed compact subset of 1,

2) r(i )wu® and ?(ut )u" € L, (I) ForG>1, 

(notice that if f(,) is continuous on V, then, a fortiori f(o) is 

continuous onL, since the topology we have adopted in Xis stronger 

than that which X would get as subspace ofV).

In view of , ) and ,), the Riemann-Roch theorem is valid for

functions of• The purpose of )is to enable us to define > -functions

with them:

Definition 4.4*1; We associate with each fe2s function g(f,c) of

quasi-characters, defined for all quasi-characters c of exponent greater

than 1 by

(f,c) = Sr(t) c(UL) dt.
We call such a function a ^-function of k•

Remember that we are now considering only those quasi-characters 

which are trivial on kX • These were discussed at the end of the preceding 

section, where the notion "exponent" is explained* If we call two 

quasi-characters which coincide on J equivalent, then an equivalence class 

of quasi-characters consists of all quasi-characters of the form 

C (UL) = o,(UL)I8 , where 0o (At) is • fixed representative of the class 

and s is a complex number uniquely determined by Co

(4.15) 



Suoh a parametrization by the complex variable s allows us to view an 

equivalence class of quasi-characters es a Riemann surface, just as we 

did in the local theory (cf. 8 2.4)• It is obvious from their definition 

as an integral that the -functions are regular in the domain of all 

quasi-characters of exponent greater than 1- o (see the corresponding 

local lemma), What about analytic continuation???

Main Theorem 4,4,11 (Analytic Continuation and Functional Equation of 

the 3 -Functions) . By analytic continuation we may extend the 

definition of any ^-function S(f,c) to the domain of all quasi-characters. 

The extended function is single valued and regular, except at c(Ut) - 1 

andC-(NL) #A\ where it has simple poles with residues -f(o) and 

+«f(o), respectively (= 2 ‘ (m) RR/(w-VId) = volume of the

multiplicative fundamental domain), g(f,c) satisfies the functional 

equation

s (t, e ) - (, ) >

where C(AL) = IUl c (AL) as in the local theory.

Proof: For c of exponent greater than 1 vre have y(f,c) = Sr(t) c(u)e = 
jLErtb)c(tb)*b] = Isr(,c)4 * say. Eere g6,c)- 

r(tb)e(tb)b is absolutely convergent for c of any exponent, at 

least for almost all t, beceuse it is convergent for some c, and c(tb ) a 
exponent e 

t :iE constant for oe J, The essential step in our proof consists

in using the Riemann-Roch theorem to establish a functional equation for

).

Lemma A: For all quasi-characters we have

-st, fto,y Citfc) 6 = z,(,e) .f(o)c(2)*b,



=2 S f(tb) c(tb) 8b + f(o))ctb)b
. . eet* *E E

(Because JSU E, a disjoint union*)

= 2 S€atb)cct)8 + f)Jc(t)%
«et‘ E E

(&b)=b ; c(otb)= c(0) )
- 2fatb]c(tb)) * SFo)cttb)b 

E %e** E
(By hypothesis for f, the sum iF uniformly convergent for b in the

relatively compact subset E).

= ) 12 figtb))cltb)b
E §4*

- 5L2fi6)]r6ctb)ab
E 36"

(Riemann-Rcch theorem 4.2*1)
. 5 r 2 f(g+)2(48)b

” e 1S4* -
(6- ;b -+8 )O ‘

Reversing the steps completes the proof.

sLemma E t CUL)=(Ut

oE
C(Uc) O non-

Prooft

Jc(tb)db - ctJ c()cb
is the

integral over the factor group J mod kX
E

of the character of this group
E E

which C(6) represents. Therefore it is either & (s measure of E), or 0,

according to whether C(VL) is trivial on J or not. In the former case
5 swe must notice that C(t) = t = t a

To prove the theorem write, for c of exponent greater than 1,



r00The J is no problem* For it is equal to the integral of f(^) c(Uc) oC/t 
I

over that half of 1 where ot>1. Therefore it converges the better,

the less the exponent of c is; and since it converges for c of exponent 

greater than 1a it must converge for all c. Now, the point is that we can 
JI {oo

into anj.
’ O 3”

thereby obtaining an analytic expression for >(f,C ) which will be good for

ell C • Namelyt ))$304 -$*4,04 {/wfef4/**t/

where the expression X-} is to be included only if c is trivial 

on J, in which case we assume c(Ut ) = 1u (5 • We are still looking only at o

of exponent greater than 1 . If e(Uc) = INti‘ this means Re(s)>! , 

which is just what is needed for the auxiliary integrals under the double

bracket to make sense* Evaluating them and making the substitution t ->t 

in the main part of the expression we obtain

The two integrals are analytic for all C * This expression gives 

therefore the analytic continuation of (f,C) to the domain of all 

quasi-characters. From it we can read off the poles and residues directly* 

Noticing that for C (u) = Wzi” , C(uc) = ivu‘ » we see that even the 

form of the expression is unchanged by the substitution (f»o) —• (f,c).

Therefore the functional equation

y(t,o) =
holds* The Main Theorem is proved!



4.5 Comparison with the Classical Theory^ We will now show that our theory 

is not without content, inasmuch as there do exist non-trivial -functions 

in fact we shall exhibit for each equivalence class C of quasi-charactere 

an explicit function fe3 such that the corresponding ^-function r,c) is 

non-trivial on C. These special -functions will turn out to be, 

essentially, the classical -functions and L-series. The analytic 

continuation and the functional equation for our -functions will yield 

the same for the classical functions.

We can pattern our discussion after the computation of the special 

local -functions in §2.5. There we treated the cases k real, k 

complex, andk-adio Now we treat the case

k in the largel

The Equivalence Classes of Quasi-Characterst According to a remark at the 

end of §4.3, each class of quasi-charaoters can be represented by a 

character. To describe the characters in detail, we will take an 

arbitrary, but fixed, finite set of primes, S, (containing at least all 

archimedean primes) and discuss the characters which are unramified 

outside S. A character of this type is nothing more nor less than a

product

c(N)

of local characters.
* V(z)
, satisfying the two conditions

1 .) Cag unramified outside S•
2 .) T,c,(a ) « i , for &€k. 

a 8
To construct such characters and express them in more concrete terms.

we write for me St

Ca(Ny) - Ca(°s) *
&, being a character of u,p , t,, a real number (cf. Theorem 2.3.1)



For AS, we throw 

character, say

all -the local characters together into a single

C

and interpret c as coming from an ideal character* Namely: The map

•L —> 15 CL) -8 * is a homomorphism of the idele group onto
d Tthe multiplicative group of ideals prime to S• Its kernel is -s • 

c*(W) is identity on Is • We have therefore

o*(I) = X(9,(00)).

where X is some character of the group of ideals prime to S. Our 

character eCVU is now written in the form

o(vo - IT 8, (G) • T imU . x( (D).
ge$ 3 d e> d ‘ •9

To construct such characters we must select our 8, , t,o and X
x 8)

such that c(o )=1, for K€ke For this purpose we first look at the

S-units,8. of k, i.e. the elements of kx n Is „ for which Q_( £) =V.

Assume S contains m•1 primes; let Eo be a primitive root of unity in k,

and let c, t ••,Em be a basis for the free abelian group of S-units

modulo roots of unity* For c(VC) to be trivial on the S-units it is then

necessary and sufficient that c(Ey ) = 1, 0*)= ma The requirement 

c( &o ) - 1 is simply a condition on the °y *
A) TT 1, 

€ S

We therefore first select a set of $ » for 48 # S, which satisfies A* 

The requirements o(€y)=1, 1 < ¥< m, give conditions on the ta:

which will be satisfied if and only if the numbers t solve the real 
7

linear equations

B) 2t,£gl/, ’ iigg(Tc,(8)) . 1<V:" 
56S %



for some value of the logarithms on the righthand side. We now select 

a set of values for those logarithms and a set of numbers * solving 

the resulting equations B. Since, as is well-known, the rank of the

matrix (log IEvl,, ) is m , there always exist solutions t « And sinced J
X - log lE,)o =( for all J, the most general solution is then 

-
t = t, + t, for any t. While we are on the subject of existence and

uniqueness of the ta we may remind the reader that if is archimedean, 
° it

different t^ give different local characters G, » ,e l ( * j but if 4

is discrete, those t, which are congruent mod 2T/logN3 give the same

local c

Having selected the c, and
7

ideal character X ? Not much*

t, , how much freedom is left for the
8 .

The requirement c(K ) =1 for all K€ k 

means that X must satisfy the condition

c) x( 4 (*)) . IT 0g(%)
for all ideals of the form s(% )» the ideals obtained from principal 

ideals by cancelling the powers of primes in S from their factorization.

These

class

ideals

number

form a subgroup of finite index *s (less than or equal to the

A, , = 1 if S large enough) in the group of all ideals

prime to S* Since the multiplicative function of X on the righthand side

of condition C») has been fixed up to be trivial on the S-units, it amounts

to a character of this subgroup of ideals of the form
-v h5select X to be one of the finite number.of extensions

ok ). We must

of this character to

the group of all ideals prime to S*

The Corresponding Functions of selected a character

e( NU ) =
S 3 

unramified outside S

? • TT oj (72) laui‘X( fs(u » 
we wien to find a simple function rip ) e whose

-function is non-trivial on the surface on which c(Vt ) lies* To this effect

we choose for each4€S some function f function



is non-trivial on the surface on which cM lies (for instance select

to be the

± s, we

function used to compute 1) ) in § 2,6), For

let fas(8g be the characteristic function of the a

We then put

(We will show in the course of our computations

the olas: 3.)
Their Fourier Transformst According to lemma

that this f(V ) is in

3,7,3,

f
and moreover, f €(v), i.e. f satisfies axiom Notice that

is the same type of function as for the fact that at

those 44 S where •*% ) equals nA? 2 times the characteristic

function of rather than the characteristic function of V,

The ^--Functions: Since f ( AC )Al TTe, is a product of

local functions almost all of which are 1 on UAp, we may use theorem

3.3.1 to check the summebility of f (At )1AZ\ for A simple

computation shows, for4fS, -4
f . . G, NNS."z1 Ws+ ’ 1-

The summability follows therefore from the well-known fact that the product

E,-s
is convergent for 0>) • Well-knowm as this fact is it should be stressed that 

it is a keystone of the whole theory. The existence of our S -functions, 

just as that of the classical functions, depends on it. It is proved by 

descending directly to the basic field of rational numbers (see for

example Landau, Algebra!sche Zahlen, 2nd edition, pages 55 and 56.).

Because f) is the same type of function as

is also summable for 0> 1 . Therefore f( o )

r(g ), we see that P()AI 

satisfies axiom 42) •

Having established the summability, we can also use theorem 3.3.1 to



express the 3 •function as a product of local S-functions. Namely,

for any
- — 8 mF • J

quasi-character C s /I c of exponent greater than « If o now

denotes our special character

we can compute explicitly the local factors of 3(r,o1i5 ) for $ S,

Indeed,

because,

***"9 1 ,"****4
-#x

- 1 - X(g)N4g8
for 484s, 0a(wg) = X(ag"*"3 ). Ir therefore we

introduce the classical >-funotion *(s,X ), defined SRe(s)>i by the

Euler product i
(5, 44 ' ,

we can write __ , L
‘,18) ,54,69* 36-

"e see that our5(f,cii ) is, essentially, the classical function S(s,X )•

It may be remarked here that we could have obtained directly the additive

expression for

3(sX=2_______.
C( integral ideal 

prime to S

N4015

had we computed g(r,0115 ) by breaking uplinto the cosets of 1

integrating over each coset, and summing the results, rather than by 

using theorem 3.3,1 to express the ^—function integral as a product of local 

integrals*

Treating the }-function of f in the same way we find

3(,6) =7 (€,45 5(-8,X, 
for Re(s)<o • "



Before discussing the resulting analytic continuation and

functional equation for 5(s,X ), we should set our minds completely

at rest by checking that our satisfies axiom ) » that is

that the sum 

is uniformly convergent for Mina compact subset of I andg D

We can do this easily under the assumption that, for A S, the 

functions f,, we chose in constructing f do not differ too much 
o 

local

from
the standard local functions which we wrote down in § 2.5, Namely,

we assume for discrete 86 S, that f, vanishes outside a compact}

and for archimedean that f ) goes exponentially to zero as

tends

is an

to infinity.
ideal, C(, of

Under these assumptions one sees first that there

k such that f 0 if E 4C( , for

all M in the compact and V in D• The sum may then be 

stun over a lattice in the n-dimensional space which is

viewed as a

the infinite

part of of the values of a function which goes exponentially to

zero with the distance from the origin. The lattice depends on UI and

to be sure but the restriction of Jt to a compact means that a certain

fixed smell cube will always fit into the fundamental parallelotope

of the lattice The uniform convergence of the sum is then obvious*

Analytic Continuation andFunctional Equation for ^(s The analytic

continuation which we have established for our -functions both in

the large and locally, now gives directly the analytic continuation of

5(s,X ) into the whole plane Our functional equations

and

equationyield for <(B,X) the functional

S--



The explicit expressions for the local functions 93 are tabulated ir §2•5 

The meaning of the C,. and t,o a and their relationship to the ideal
8 3

character^ » is discussed in the first varagraph of this section.

These ideal characters, X , which we have constructed out of idelo 

characters, are exactly the characters which Hecke introduced in order to 

define his "new type of -funotion"• s(s,X) is that }-funotion: and the 

functional equation we have just written down is the functional equation 

He cke proved for it.
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